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OMEGA SAFETY SYSTEMS, INC. PROVIDES AN INTERNAL SOLUTION TO PREVENT GUN VIOLENCE
IDYLLWILD, CA – March 21, 2013 Omega Safety Systems, Inc., a leading California gunlock
manufacturer, has secured more than 400 thousand firearms and provides a superior safety solution
for firearm owners and safety advocates. Omega’s mission is to educate the public about responsible gun
ownership and provide a common-sense solution to stop gun violence. Dedicated to increasing child safety
and stopping the senseless injury and death cause by improper firearm handling and storage, Omega’s
internal gunlocks save lives without compromising Americans’ 2nd Amendment rights: Keep Your Rights. Keep
Them Safe.
Benefits of the Omega internal gunlock include:









Ends accidental discharge – by occupying the chamber, whether locked or not
Difficult to defeat – internal design means stronger locks
Simple and easy to use – if you can load your firearm, you can use our lock
Child resistant key for pistols and revolvers
Exceeds all state and federal safety standards – California DOJ and Maryland approved
Gun friendly – all materials are softer than ammunition brass
Does not interfere with the firearm’s handling and or holstering – chamber specific not gun
specific
Supplies Browning and Winchester (10 + years) – who have this to say about the Omega Gunlock:
“You have an excellent product at a very fair price that fills a specific need for us.”

This gun locking system presents an innovative and affordable firearm safety alternative.
Although outdated trigger and cable locks have been widely available for years – often at no cost to the
consumer -- they are rarely used.
The Omega internal gun locking system was designed by a firearm professional for firearm users with
the understanding that a “one size fits all” gunlock is an ineffective design. Omega has played an active
and continual role in raising the bar for firearm safety devices, with the understanding that gunlocks only work
when they are used: Firearm owners use and love Omega locks!
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Faced with increasing political pressure to stop gun violence, Omega Gunlock is THE solution to keep America
safe, protect gun owners 2nd Amendment rights and ensure that the 300 million + firearms currently stored in
American homes have the most effective gun locking device on the market available to them for use. In
addition, Omega provides manufacturers with a simple solution to upgrade the existing gun locking systems
currently provided with their firearms. Evolving legislation and the increased need for standards that exceed
minimum requirements make Omega gunlocks the most beneficial choice available for ALL Americans – safety
advocates, current gun owners and firearm manufacturers.
Horrific gun-related tragedies have shaken our nation and sent shock waves through Americans everywhere,
once again bringing the need for a firearm safety solution to the forefront of American awareness. Omega
recognizes this critical task as a multidisciplinary effort that must be executed legislatively. In order to do so,
Omega Safety Systems, Inc. welcomes the opportunity to work with local, state and federal governments, law
enforcement officers, the CPSC and ASTM to redefine the ineffective firearm safety definitions and standards
that are currently being relied upon to keep America “safe.”
In an effort to do so, Omega Safety Systems, Inc. will provide political representatives and firearm
manufacturers with samples of the Omega internal gunlock for review and testing. Video demonstration links
are also available on the Omega Gunlock website www.omegagunlock.com for: pistols, revolvers, shotguns
and rifles.
As the owner, inventor and president of Omega Safety Systems, Inc., Larry Ross has dedicated his life’s work
to saving lives and protecting America’s children from preventable firearm injury and death.
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